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Abstract: In recent years, many different methods that allow for the analysis of the biodiversity and structure of the community of microorganisms inhabiting the soil environment have emerged. Many of these approaches are based on molecular methods including the study of genetic biodiversity based on DNA and RNA analysis. They are superior to conventional methods because they do not rely on time-consuming laboratory in vitro cultures and biochemical analyses. Moreover, methods based on the analysis of genetic material are characterized by high sensitivity and repeatability. The abovementioned issues are the subject of many reviews. The novelty of this article is the summarization of the main aspects of soil biological research including genetic techniques, bioinformatics and statistical tools. This approach could be an introduction for scientists starting their work in the field of genetic soil analysis. Additionally, examples of the application of molecular methods in soil research are presented.
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1. Introduction

Soil microorganisms play an important role in the decomposition and circulation of organic matter, nutrients or xenobiotics. They are responsible for plant health and nutrition and have an impact on the structure and fertility of the soil [1,2]. Soil is a complex biological ecosystem rich in microorganisms. In turn, according to Singh et al. [3], microorganisms are a very diversified group of organisms and constitute about 60% of the Earth’s biomass, of which the soil environment is inhabited by about $4 \times 10^{30}$ microbial cells. This huge number of microorganisms makes it an unexplored reservoir of genetic diversity. According to the literature data, it is estimated that 1 g of soil is inhabited by about $10^7$ to $10^9$ microorganisms, including bacteria and fungi [3–5].

Understanding the need to investigate the genetic diversity of soil microbiota is a challenge for today’s science and an issue of high priority. This is mainly due to the increasing soil pollution resulting from anthropogenic sources and global climate changes as well as other biotic and abiotic factors activity that may modify the composition of the microflora [6]. The traditional cultivation of microorganisms in laboratory conditions by plate method allows for the determination of less than 1% from the total number of microorganisms living on soil. Moreover, the vast majority of microorganisms present in the soil could not be grown in a laboratory. This is due to the fact that most soil microorganisms do not have sufficient growth conditions on artificial culture media. To overcome the challenges, advanced and more comprehensive molecular tools based on the analysis of nucleic acids (DNA and RNA) extracted directly from the soil are now used to assess the biodiversity of the soil environment, without the need to cultivate microorganisms first, which speeds up research procedures [7,8]. The superiority of genetic methods over conventional methods is related to the fact that they do not require in vitro culture, and the targets of the analysis are nucleic acids present in cells. The use of genetic material in the study of soil ecology provides the basis for examining not only selected genes but also complete genomes. The abovementioned approach has revolutionized the concept of
determining soil microbial and ecological diversity, and it is currently the main research tool of molecular biology.

The key point in determining soil microbial diversity is the extraction of soil DNA in an appropriate quantity and purity. Contrary to appearances, DNA isolation is a difficult procedure due to the fact that soil is a complex matrix containing, among others, humic acids and various impurities [9]. Humic acids deserve special attention, as they can co-precipitate and inhibit the DNA isolation procedure, and in further steps, lead to the failure of the PCR reaction [10]. Currently, there are many ready-made kits dedicated especially to soil DNA based on extraction on columns or using the magnetic bead system. The most important aspects related to DNA extraction are its quantity and purity, which determine its use for further analysis/manipulation [11].

The use of molecular methods consisting of partial or complete determination of the community of soil microorganisms are powerful and universal tools for assessing the ecology of microorganisms living in their natural environment, thus enabling the connection of ecological processes in the environment with specific populations of microorganisms [12]. Most genetic studies are based on the sequence analysis of the 16S rRNA (prokaryotes) and 18S rRNA (eukaryotes) genes [13]. In addition, molecular methods for biodiversity analysis can be analyzed by type of nucleic acid extracted (DNA or RNA) or by using an analytical approach based on partial or total community analysis. Historical, but still applicable, approaches for the determination of soil microbial diversity have been based on partial (indirect) communities’ studies include, i.e., fingerprints method (e.g., electrophoresis in gradient denaturing gels DGGE, terminal restriction fragments length polymorphism—t-RFLP and single-strand conformation polymorphism—SSCP). Currently, sequencing techniques are more attractive methods for the analysis of environmental biology allowing for a complete analysis of the structure of microorganisms include metabarcoding and metagenomics, which represent high-throughput sequencing techniques such as next generation sequencing (NGS) and third generation sequencing (TGS) [14–16].

In the study of the genetic structure of soil microflora, indicators showing the diversity of the community within the sample, referred as $\alpha$-diversity and between samples ($\beta$-diversity), are being used. $\alpha$-diversity indices include species and phylogenetic richness/evenness/dominance estimators, while $\beta$-diversity allows for the assessment of similarity and distance in the community composition [17,18].

The results obtained as part of the genetic tests, especially in NGS, are often difficult to interpret or compare between the studied samples. In order to analyze these results bioinformatics and statistical tools are extremely helpful and even indispensable. Bioinformatics is the set of computer tools used to generate conclusions from molecular biology databases to be able to extract common elements as well as to produce useful predictions. Moreover, bioinformatics tools make it possible to pre-filter data obtained from genome sequencing, generate gene catalogs and search databases to identify taxa. In turn, defining the interactions of the microbial community requires the use of multidimensional statistical tools [19]. Among the statistical tools, the most commonly used to visualization of statistical results are: principal component analysis (PCA), one-way analysis of similarity (ANOSIM), redundancy analysis (RDA) or principal coordinate analyses (PCoA), non-metric multi-dimensional scaling (NMDS), canonical analyzes of principle components (CAP) and cluster analysis [20–23].

Although a lot of papers on genetic soil biology issues have appeared in the last 10 years, there is still no available manuscript containing the compilation of almost all methods—from basic to the most advanced, state-of-the-art techniques and tools [16,24–31]. However, it is worth to underline that this paper summarizes basic aspects of the soil molecular biology, and it may provide a good introduction to more detailed content making it useful for scientists starting genetic research in soil microbiome study.

Therefore, the purpose of this work was the review of the most commonly used methods based on DNA investigation currently applied for genetic evaluation of soil biodi-
2. Extraction DNA

2.1. Methods of DNA Extraction

Biodiversity analysis using advanced sequencing technologies focuses on the quantity and, above all, the purity of soil DNA. For this purpose, it is crucial to choose the appropriate DNA extraction method. The soil is characterized by a complex matrix, which may include various inhibitors that may exclude the recovered DNA from further analysis or manipulation. [9]. Humic acids deserve special attention, as their presence may be disturbed by detection and measurement of DNA [10,32].

According to literature data, two approaches for extracting soil DNA are being used in order to determine the genetic diversity of soil microflora. The first strategy involves the indirect isolation of genetic material by extracting cells from a soil sample (about 60 g) and then lysing them [10]. This method allows the separation of bacterial and archaeal cells from eukaryotic cells. The indirect method can be helpful when eukaryotic cells are omitted and when large DNA fragments are analyzed (e.g., to construct fosmids and cosmids clones). The disadvantages of this approach are: the extraction of high amounts of DNA, the inability to analyze eukaryotic sequences and to study interactions between eukaryotes and bacteria/archaeons [10,33]. The second approach is the direct isolation of DNA from a soil sample (e.g., 250 mg) in which the soil matrix is directly mixed with the extraction buffer and the cells present in the sample are subjected to various lysis methods [34]. The genetic material (DNA) released into the solution is then separated from the soil particles and then collected [33]. The advantages of this approach are: high DNA extraction efficiency, high DNA yield and the ability to test various groups of microorganisms. Moreover, due to the fewer steps there is lower risk of the sample contamination [35]. In both the indirect and direct DNA extraction strategies, lysis efficiency and the purification of the sample, mainly of humic acids, are of key importance in determining the soil microbiome. Delmont et al. [10] compared the efficiency of DNA extraction using the indirect and direct method by analyzing data obtained as a result of pyrosequencing. It has been shown that the indirect approach requires an appropriate amount of starting material and is more time-consuming as compared to the direct method. Moreover, as indicated by the literature data, direct methods are most often used in the analysis of the soil microbiome.

Among the manual methods based on direct extraction of soil DNA, various techniques are being used, including with the use of Polyethylene Glycol (PEG)/NaCl, modified mannitol-based methods [36]. CTAB buffer method (Zhou et al., 1996) and many others [37]. Lysis as the first and one of the most important steps in DNA extraction is also different and it can be based on physical lysis (use of beads, repeated freeze–thaw cycles, use of microwaves and ultra-sounds, grinding, digestion with liquid nitrogen), chemical lysis (use of NaCl, SDS, phenol) or enzymatic lysis (using lysozyme or proteinase K). Combinations of these methods are also being used [38]. As reported by Kuske et al. [39] methods based on the use of ultrasound, or cell disruption in an impact mill, result in a significant fragmentation of DNA (5–10 kb). On the other hand, the research of Krsek and Wellington [40] have shown that DNA extracted with beads or by lysozyme and SDS lysis allows for obtaining larger DNA fragments (20–40 kb). The authors also point out that in order to obtain larger DNA fragments (~80 kp), beat-beating and vigorous shaking should be abandoned. Islam et al. [41] compared the different types of lysis used in DNA isolation. It was observed that chemical-enzymatic-mechanical lysis using SDS, NaCl, lysozyme and heat shock was the best in terms of yield and purity of DNA as compared to chemical-enzymatic and chemical lysis. However, according to Felczykowska et al. [38] the choice of the lysis method should depend on the target group of microorganisms (bacteria, fungi, protozoa) due to the different structure of the cell. In addition, the DNA extraction method in the study
of the diversity of microorganisms (e.g., in metarbacoding) should be effective for the entire spectrum of soil microorganisms and should not physically disturb the structure of DNA. Studies on DNA extraction efficiency by different methods are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison of different soil DNA extraction methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Compared Procedures</th>
<th>Amount of DNA</th>
<th>Purity of DNA $A_{260/280}/A_{260/230}$</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[42]</td>
<td>manual lysozyme/phenol-chloroform method</td>
<td>430.85 ng/µL</td>
<td>1.665/1.24</td>
<td>Incubation with lysozyme at 60 °C for 1 h, addition of RNase at 37 °C for 30 min and SDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QIagen DNeasy Blood &amp; Tissue Kit</td>
<td>561.3 ng/µL</td>
<td>1.915/1.55</td>
<td>sample was incubated at 75 °C for 10 min, silica-column based adsorption of DNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QIAamp DNA Stool mini kit</td>
<td>76.35 ng/µL</td>
<td>1.66/0.97</td>
<td>sample was incubated at 75 °C for 10 min, silica-column based adsorption of DNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[36]</td>
<td>Polyethylene Glycol (PEG)/NaCl Method</td>
<td>0.73 µg/mL</td>
<td>1.26/1.12</td>
<td>Lysis with liquid nitrogen; not suitable for PCR amplification for fungal study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soil Master DNA extraction kit;</td>
<td>0.79 µg/mL</td>
<td>1.32/1.21</td>
<td>Lysis with liquid nitrogen; not suitable for PCR amplification for fungal study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mannitol-PBS-PEG/NaCl</td>
<td>2.20 µg/mL</td>
<td>1.81/1.84</td>
<td>recovery of high molecular weight soil DNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mannitol-PBS-PCI</td>
<td>2.36 µg/mL</td>
<td>1.84/1.93</td>
<td>recovery of high molecular weight soil DNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mannitol-PBS-CTAB</td>
<td>2.67 µg/mL</td>
<td>1.85/2.07</td>
<td>recovery of high molecular weight soil DNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tsai and Olson method [43]</td>
<td>7.55 µg/g of soil</td>
<td>1.18/0.82</td>
<td>physical cell lysis by repeated freeze–thaw cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Volossiouk et al. method (1995) [44]</td>
<td>9.36 µg/g of soil</td>
<td>1.11/0.85</td>
<td>physical cell lysis by crushing soil in liquid nitrogen with freeze–thaw process; extraction cells with SDS-phenol and collected by ethanol precipitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[8]</td>
<td>Extraction with CTAB buffer [32]</td>
<td>19.1 µg/g of soil</td>
<td>1.25/0.94</td>
<td>CTAB extraction buffer method; successful extraction of high-molecular weight metagenomic DNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Verma and Satyanarayana method [45]</td>
<td>11.23 µg/g of soil</td>
<td>1.48/1.32</td>
<td>focused on cell lysis and DNA purification steps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Singh et al. method [46]</td>
<td>1.33 µg/g of soil</td>
<td>1.02/1.00</td>
<td>Extraction with Chloroform: Isoamyl alcohol (24:1); DNA precipitation with 50% PEG and 0.1 volume of 1M NaCl at −20 °C for 1h; removal of humic using CTAB extraction buffer, DNA precipitation by PEG/NaCl followed by DNA purification using 2% (w/v) CaCl$_2$ solution; extraction of high-molecular weight,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Compared Procedures</th>
<th>Amount of DNA</th>
<th>Purity of DNA ( A_{260/280} )</th>
<th>Purity of DNA ( A_{260/230} )</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Martin-Laurent et al. method [47] with modification by Petric et al. method [48]</td>
<td>improved method</td>
<td>15.55 µg/g of soil</td>
<td>1.74/1.70</td>
<td></td>
<td>using of enzymatic (lysozyme and proteinase K) and chemical (CTAB and CaCl(_2)) strategies for cell lysis; precipitation with PEG (polyethylene glycol) and isopropanol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[11]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Técher et al. method [49]</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.23–10.70 µg/g of dry soil</td>
<td>0.86–4.72/0.50–0.68</td>
<td></td>
<td>Using glass beads of different sizes (300 mg of 106-µm-diameter glass beads and 2 of 2 mm diameter); 10 min incubation with potassium acetate (protein removing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[37]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NucleoSpin® soil kit</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.73–2.54 µg/g of soil</td>
<td>0.43–0.83/1.30–1.59</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sand of different sizes (500 mg of fine sand and 200 mg of quartz sand); vitamin mix was used to humic acids precipitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[37]</td>
<td>innuSPEED soil DNA kit</td>
<td>n.d</td>
<td>n.d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FastDNA® SPIN kit for soil</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.36–1.34 µg/g of soil</td>
<td>0.03–0.24/1.12–1.50</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lysis: Lysis tube B (2 mL) heat treatment (95–98 °C, 20 min), mechanical lysis via glass beads, 600 µL buffer; failed to extract DNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[50]</td>
<td>Power Lyzer™ PowerSoil® DNA Isolation Kit</td>
<td>8.7–47.5 µg/g of soil</td>
<td>1.8–1.9/1.5–2.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the ISO standard method modified by Plassart et al. [51]</td>
<td></td>
<td>21.5–43.4 µg/g of soil</td>
<td>1.5/1.6–1.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>Include mechanical lysis step;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[50]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gns-GII protocol</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.2–49.7 µg/g of soil</td>
<td>1.6–1.7/1.5–1.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lysis with glass beads in different sizes and with freeze–thaw; precipitation in icecold isopropanol, humic removing by two different minicolumns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocol A</td>
<td></td>
<td>10 µg/mL</td>
<td>1.9/2.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>homogenization buffer consist of 100 mm Tris HCL, 100 mm EDTA, 1.5 M NaCl and 30 mg lysozyme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[52]</td>
<td>Protocol B</td>
<td>14 µg/mL</td>
<td>1.6/0.65</td>
<td></td>
<td>three-step soil washing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil DNA extraction kit, (MACHEREY-NAGEL)</td>
<td></td>
<td>14 µg/mL</td>
<td>2.2/0.86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Compared Procedures</th>
<th>Amount of DNA</th>
<th>Purity of DNA</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protocol D</td>
<td>135 µg/mL</td>
<td>2/2.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>utilizing of physical (silica beads, freeze and melt) and chemical lysis simultaneously on both sediments (from primary stage and after homogenization buffer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerSoil® DNA Isolation Kit</td>
<td>0–1203 ng</td>
<td>2.02–2.12/0.82–1.77</td>
<td>silica column-based DNA extraction with extensive washing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FastDNA™ SPIN Kit for Soil</td>
<td>1914–20,333 ng</td>
<td>1.26–1.87/0.06–0.35</td>
<td>uses a large amount of binding material</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDE method</td>
<td>468–2913</td>
<td>1.29–1.31/0.60–0.87</td>
<td>Lysis with 1 mm diameter garnet particles and three metal 4 mm bearings, removal humic acids with aluminum sulfate; gDNA purification with magnetic beads</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Currently, commercially available DNA isolation kits are most commonly used. The main criteria for selecting a kit are primarily: soil sample size, starting material (soil, sediment, compost, manure), further use of DNA (PCR, qPCR, NGS), laboratory equipment and price. One of the most commonly used soil DNA extraction kit is PowerSoil® DNA Isolation Kit (MOBIO Lab Inc., Carlsbad, CA, USA), which can be used with most soil samples, but studies show that lower isolation efficiency is achieved with samples containing heavy metals or higher amounts of clay and organic substances. In the case of problematic soils, kits taking into account different types of soil are more efficient (e.g., NucleoSpin® Soil kit) [35]. In investigation presented by Knaught et al. [37], it was shown that a greater amount of DNA was obtained after extraction with the NucleoSpin® Soil kit as compared to FastDNA® SPIN kit for soil. Despite the differences in the quantity and quality of the obtained DNA, both tested kits showed a high level of similarity of the genetic profiles obtained by the DGGE technique for the amplified 16S rRNA genes of methanogenic archaea and bacteria. Santos et al. [50] compared three DNA extraction methods in a study of soil protist community. They stated that DNA extracted using the ISO and GnS-GII methods was characterized by low contamination with humic acids, proteins and organic pollutants (e.g., phenol, EDTA). The choice of extraction method may also be important when organic substrates are applied to soils, as reported by Leite et al. [54]. The kits available on the market are mainly based on the direct lysis protocol with the mechanical bead-beating procedure [33]. Kits based on different bead sizes (e.g., PowerSoil® DNA Isolation kit), containing glass beads (E.Z.N.A.® Soil DNA Kit) or ceramic beads (NucleoSpin® Soil kit) are commercially available [35]. However, as indicated by Bürgmann et al. [55] the efficiency of DNA extraction depends on the bead material, speed, time and temperature of disintegration. and mechanical lysis parameters that take into account the use of beads should be selected individually depending on the experiment. Kits in which the DNA binding technology is based on the use of magnetic beads have also appeared on sale (https://norgenbiotek.com/product/soil-dna-isolation-kit-magnetic-bead-system (accessed on 27 November 2022); https://www.omegabiotek.com/product/dna-water-soil-mag-bind-environmental-dna/ (accessed on 27 November 2022)). In this case, it is necessary to have a special magnetic stand. The use of magnetic beads allows obtaining DNA of comparable purity and a similar composition of the microbial community determined by the NGS technique as compared to the classic beat-beating procedure. Moreover,
the paramagnetic particle method resulted in a higher DNA concentration with a smaller input sample and was less time consuming [56]. Some kits also offer the possibility of automating the soil DNA isolation procedure using a robot (e.g., Qiagen). An automated or semi-automatic procedure for recovering soil DNA saves time and produces high-quality DNA but may involve higher reagent consumption. There are also commercially available DNA isolation kits in the form of 96-well plates characterized by high throughput [35]. The most commonly used DNA kits together with the manufacturer’s recommended sample size, material type and downstream application of DNA are shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. The most popular commercial DNA extraction kits used in the analysis of soil genetic diversity. The sample size, material type, lysis strategy, targeting microorganism and downstream application recommended by the manufacturers were considered.](image_url)

In order to meet the high requirements that the DNA used to study the soil metagenome must achieve, commercial methods are often further modified to obtain DNA of the highest possible quantity and/or quality and representative genetic diversity [11]. Protocols are more or less modified and improved depending on organic matter and colloid content, as well as components that are potential inhibitors (e.g., metal ions). Modifications and improvements are used primarily at the DNA lysis and purification stage as additional steps to commercial protocols. Some manufacturers propose the use of alternating freezing (at −70 °C) and thawing combined with beat-beating, but the number of such manipulations should be limited to a maximum of three times (https://eurx.com.pl/docs/manuals/en/e3570.pdf (accessed on 27 November 2022)). For problematic samples containing multiple potential PCR inhibitors to downstream NGS, extraction based on beat-beating with heat exposure is recommended [56]. In study by Adhikari et al. [57] soil sample intended for DNA extraction was mixed with a sterile buffer containing gelatin and after 10 min of incubation, the soil solution was used in a commercial protocol. In conclusion, the choice of an appropriate method/kit for soil DNA extraction should be dictated by the lysis efficiency, the amount of extracted DNA, the efficiency of the recovery of the richness of microorganisms and the purity of DNA [11].
2.2. The Main Factors Influencing on Yield of DNA Extraction and Its Downstream of Application

According to Plassart et al. [51] and Wüst et al. [58], the efficiency of DNA extraction from soil depends on the type of soil and its properties. The content of organic matter, clay, silt, water and pH are the main factors determining the quality and quantity of the obtained DNA. These factors determine the growth of certain microorganisms, the formation of aggregates that are the habitat of microorganisms or the binding of DNA with some soil components. According to Plassart et al. [51], it turned out that a greater amount of DNA was extracted from calcareous arable soil as compared to sandy forest soil with a high organic carbon content and a high C: N ratio. However, these parameters may also influence the purity of the isolated DNA and, subsequently, the PCR efficiency, as reported by Sagova-Mareckova et al. [59].

Another factor that determines the quality and quantity of the isolated DNA is the type of soil microorganisms or the target DNA under investigation. The lysis stage is of decisive importance here, the success of which depends on the structure of microorganisms, including the number of Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria. [32]. However, the studies demonstrated by Santos et al. [60] indicate that the choice of DNA isolation method is important in determining the diversity of the protist community. Often, commercially available protocols need to be optimized for DNA isolation to determine the diversity of target microorganisms.

According to Morita et al. [61], the purpose of the isolated DNA depends on the size of the sample, which is important in the PCR-DGGE analysis as well as in the NGS approach. The authors observed differences in microbial community structure between two sizes of soil samples (0.2 g and 1 g) in different taxonomic ranks (order, class, and phylum). In addition, they concluded that the 0.2 g soil mass was preferable due to possible higher shearing force for DNA extraction and lower costs associated with the consumption of reagents and other consumables. In addition, the sample size for DNA extraction may be indirectly related to the properties of the soil. For example, the consortia of bacteria and fungi are sensitive to changes in pH. At a pH of around 7, bacteria are likely to increase, while fungi will remain at a similar level or decrease at a higher pH [62,63]. Therefore, it may be necessary to increase the weight of the sample in order to obtain repeatable and comparable results. For sequencing techniques, a sample weight of 0.2 to 0.5 g is currently acceptable and optimal for most research purposes [16]. In contrast, the studies presented by Leite et al. [54] indicate that the extraction of DNA from soil with the addition of biochar gives different numbers of profiles in the PCR-DGGE analysis after using different extraction methods. The key here is the presence of biochar, which has a strong adsorption to the phosphate backbone of DNA. In addition, it is a substrate rich in organic matter, soluble ions such as ammonium, nitrate, phosphate, which are difficult to remove and may inhibit PCR. In addition, the efficiency of DNA recovery may be more difficult in contaminated soils because contaminants can inhibit enzyme activity during lysis and reduce PCR efficiency. Mazzotti et al. [11] demonstrated that the choice of DNA extraction method is relevant in soils contaminated with benzo(a)pyrene. Therefore, it is recommended to test several DNA extraction methods before starting the experiment in order to optimize and obtain reproducible results.

The quality and quantity of DNA used in metagenomic studies is also influenced by the transport and storage time of samples. The storage time of samples for metagenomic studies should be as short as possible, and the analyses should be performed as soon as possible to prevent contamination of the sample and/or its destruction, which will impact on the reliability of the results [38]. If this is not possible, samples should be frozen or stored in commercially available protein inhibitors [35]. The study by Guerrieri et al. [64] revealed that the method of soil sample preservation influenced DNA metabarcoding results, especially for rare taxa. In addition, the researchers proposed guidelines for the selection of an optimal soil sample preservation conditions for metabarcoding.

The choice of method for extracting soil DNA should also be based on the further purpose of the DNA, including the technique for studying genetic diversity. For example,
Stach et al. [65] observed that different methods of direct DNA isolation may provide different results in PCR-SSCP analysis (PCR–single strand conformation polymorphism). In addition, they highlighted that higher DNA yields do not correspond to higher sequence diversity. Soil DNA extraction methods may impact both the phylotype abundance and composition of the indigenous bacterial community identified by amplified ribosomal DNA restriction analysis (ARDRA) and ribosomal intergenic spacer analysis (RISA), as reported by Martin-Laurent et al. [47]. In addition, Feinstein et al. [66], using qPCR, T-RFLP and pyrosequencing individual soil samples, suggested that the error resulting from DNA extraction may be negated for some analyses by combining three subsequent extractions representing the majority of DNA obtained in a multiple extraction procedure. Zielińska et al. [67] proved that the extraction method can affect not only the quantity and quality of DNA, but also the structure of microbial communities obtained by the NGS approach. The authors also indicated that in this type of study, genetic diversity can also depend on the sequencing technology and bioinformatics tools used. The research conducted by Basim et al. [52] determined the applicability of four different DNA extraction protocols for sequencing and identifying native bacterial species involved in the remediation of oily soils. The results showed that the highest yield and quality of DNA was obtained using a protocol that included extraction with silica beads, triple freeze–thaw and chemical lysis with the use of lysozyme. Sakai [33] compared various methods for extracting high-molecular-weight (HMW) DNA from soil, which is useful for studying the function and diversity of soil microorganisms. Manipulations such as digestion of the sample in liquid nitrogen, treatment for 1h with lysozyme at 45 °C, and incubation at 50 °C with protease and SDS for 5 h increased the quantity and efficiency of HMW DNA extraction. In addition, for some soils (e.g., Andosols) the addition of boiled sonicated salmon DNA may increase HMW DNA extraction efficiency. Kaden et al. [4] reports that the combination of several different DNA extraction methods allows the detection of a large number of bacterial species in soils with natural nanoparticles. They also state that the amount of DNA isolated does not correlate with the number of species detectable.

3. Soil DNA-Based Methods

3.1. Partial Analysis of Soil Microbiota

In recent decades, techniques known as “fingerprints”, such as DGGE, T-RFLP, and fluorescent hybridization in situ, have gained popularity in studying the organization of the microbial community [68]. It is a set of molecular biology methods that can be used to determine the diversity profile of a microbial community quickly and relatively easily. In addition, the fingerprint methods make it possible to analyze multiple samples simultaneously allowing for comparison of genetic diversity from different habitats or over time. Rather than directly identifying or counting individual cells in an environmental sample, these techniques show how many gene variants are present. It is generally assumed that each other gene variant represents a different type of microorganism. The results obtained as a result of these methods show a certain pattern (profile) characteristic for a given sample/habitat [69].

Genetic fingerprinting techniques are based on the isolation of soil genomic DNA, which is then purified and subjected to PCR amplification. The most frequently amplified are ribosomal RNA (rRNA) genes as a molecular marker, and they mainly include: 16S rRNA (bacteria and archaea), 18S rRNA and internal transcribed spacer (ITS) regions (fungi) [24,70]. In general fingerprinting techniques are a fast, reproducible, reliable and relatively inexpensive. For example, the T-RFLP approach produces comparable genetic profiles as next-generation sequencing (via 454 and the Illumina and Ion Torrent platform) [68]. The key point is that simple fingerprinting methods can still capture important changes in the population that are critical to soil environmental quality control [71]. The basic drawbacks associated with the fingerprints approach are mainly problems related to PCR optimization (selection and design of primers; specificity of the PCR condition), restriction enzyme selection (T-RFLP approach), limited phylogenetic identification associ-
ated with the fact that they band can represent many species or one species can give many bands (DGGE, T-RFLP). Moreover, in some methods only small fragments/sequences can be analyzed (DGGE, SSCP) [69,72,73]. Considering T-TFLP assay, currently the analysis of obtained genetic patterns is also possible in silico (e.g., based on fragments size profile: TRIFLE). Gao et al. [74] used T-RFLP and DGGE techniques to determine the effect of the biocontrol agent Pseudomonas fluorescens 2P24 on the fungal community in the cucumber rhizosphere. The results obtained by the T-RFLP approach differed depending on the restriction enzyme used, while the data obtained by the DGGE method showed an initial shock to the fungal structure associated with the presence of P. fluorescens, which recovered as the amount of biocontrol agent decreased. Smalla et al. [6] compared DGGE, T-RFLP and SSCP assays using the 16S rRNA gene amplicon. The results showed that the T-RFLP approach appears more useful for routine analysis, because it does not require comparison between gels. In contrast, the DGGE and SSCP methods allow easier characterization of differentially expressed bands by cloning and sequencing. However, the patterns obtained by the methods tested showed similarity in bacterial community composition and correlated with the properties of the soils analyzed. Wang et al. [75] examined the effect of metalaxyl on the community of soil microorganisms (bacteria and fungi) using DGGE and T-RFLP approaches. Both methods revealed the no effect of this pesticide on the microbial community. The T-RFLP method allowed examining the community structure by comparing the relative abundances of identified bacterial T-RFs in a sample. In turn, patterns obtained by DGGE profiling were compared using PCA analysis and calculating α-diversity estimators (Shannon–Wiener, Simpson’s and Evenness indices). A research described by De Vrieze [68] compared the microbial community using T-RFLP and Illumina techniques. Using β-diversity analysis a high degree of similarity between the profiles was demonstrated. It was also suggested that the T-RFLP approach is worth applying to monitor changes in overall microbial community structure due to the simplicity and potentially low cost of the analysis. Gryta et al. [76] compared a single T-RFLP method with multiplex T-RFLP for the detection of bacteria, fungi and archaeons. The genetic profiles obtained with the two protocols were similar, especially for bacteria and fungi, which supports the use of the multiplex approach to reduce cost and time analysis.

Analyzes based on DNA amplification are a key tool in the diagnosis or testing of food. They are also applied in the analysis of complex matrices such as environmental samples, including soil. In soil research, they are mainly used to assess the number of microorganisms (archaea, bacteria and fungi), or to diagnose plant pathogens. They are used to detect functional gene markers likewise [12,77]. One of the widely used PCR techniques is real-time PCR or qPCR (quantitative PCR). This technique complements fingerprint and sequencing methods. Quantitative PCR widespread in the area of microbial ecology for the examination of the genes number (or transcripts) present in environmental samples [78]. qPCR is based on the process of an intercalation of a fluorescent dye (most often SYBR Green) or a fluorescent probe (TaqMan probes, 5′-nuclease probes) in order to monitor an increase in the amount of amplified product in real time. It also provides insight into the kinetics of the reaction and therefore allows for the estimation of the amount of product at the beginning of the reaction [12]. The disadvantage of qPCR is the possibility of interference of the fluorescent signal by inhibitors contained in the sample, which may occur when using difficult matrices [15]. Moreover, as reported by Kim et al. [79], qPCR requires the performance of a calibration curve to determine the amount of amplified product, which is often an expensive and labor-intensive process. In addition, the presence of humic compounds present in the soil may interfere with the performance of the standard curve and thus the proper quantification of the PCR product. Moreover, effectiveness of RT-PCR is also affected by reagents, their purity, optimal concentration, selection of polymerase and primers.

A digital PCR droplet (ddPCR) has been introduced as an alternative quantitative PCR technique [79,80]. This method, like qPCR, is based on fluorescently labeled nucleotides, but it is based on a different method of measuring the amount of amplified product. In
addition, it uses the technique of water-oil emulsion, thanks to which a single reaction is fractionated into many drops (approx. 20,000). There is an amplification in some drops where the specific primers were occurred. The system then reads the reacted (positive) and all the other (negative) molecules, from which the absolute number of target molecules in the sample is generated, without the need to refer to the standard curves or to the reference gene. The disadvantages of ddPCR include the necessity of the dilution of DNA samples, especially for bacteria that are densely populated; it is an expensive, laborious and time-consuming method because it requires the production and reading of the droplet, which involves a greater number of stages of analysis. A study by Liu et al. [81]. Showed that using ddPCR instead of PCR and real-time PCR provided a more accurate and sensitive method for detecting T. controversa teliospores in soil. In contrast, results presented in Voegel et al. [82]. revealed that the ddPCR technique is a valid alternative to qPCR for quantifying genes involved in nitrification or denitrification. Its use in soils is supported by the fact that it is highly sensitive and allows the determination of even small amounts of a target gene. In addition, it has a low susceptibility to high concentrations of PCR inhibitors.

The main division of techniques for studying the diversity and structure of microorganisms, including both direct and indirect techniques, is presented in Figure 2.

**Figure 2.** The main methods of studying the diversity and structure of soil microorganisms based on DNA analysis.

### 3.2. High-Throughput Sequencing Techniques

Currently, the microbial community in soil is defined by using modern molecular biology methods, which are based on the isolation of the total DNA from soil and its sequencing. The analysis can be based on two approaches. The first is related to the identification of the composition of the microorganism community by determining the sequence of barcode marker genes (metabarcoding, target metagenomics). The second approach is related to the determination of the genes collection of the community inhabiting a studied environment (metagenomics, global metagenomics, shotgun metagenomics) [16,25]. It involves the identification of the taxonomic composition of the community from environmental samples by amplifying the sample and then high-throughput sequencing of DNA barcode such as 16S, ITS or 18S. Sequencing techniques based on the amplification of marker genes are fast, cost-effective and well-studied. Possible errors that may arise as a result of them are related...
to the representativeness of the sample, the affinity of the selected primers to all possible DNA sequences present in the sample, the selection of the appropriate amplification region, the size of the amplicon or the selection of the number of PCR cycles [16,25,83].

The global metagenomic technique gives more detailed results and higher taxonomic resolution as compared to metabarcoding. On its basis, it is possible to determine, inter alia, the relative abundance of functional genes is free from systematic errors related to PCR, is not targeted at specific microorganisms (it captures fungi, bacteria, viruses or others) and can be applied to obtain a novel gene family [25,84]. In turn, DNA metabarcoding techniques are common because of their relative simplicity and relatively low cost. The target metagenomics approach is most often used in the analysis of archaea and bacteria communities, and it is also possible to analyze the structure and diversity of fungi, algae and protozoa. As a result, it is possible to create a list of taxa with their relative abundance, which can then be used in α-diversity and β-diversity analyzes, determine the composition and estimate the shares of indicator taxa in the community. It is also possible to metabarcode functional genes and determine the composition of communities associated with them. However, the amount of functional information is limited as compared to global metagenomics. In addition, the obtained data as a result of barcoding allow to determine the correlation between the identified taxa/communities and the ecological conditions of the soil. It is important that target metagenomics play a leading role in the study of ecology and distribution of poorly studied taxa of soil microorganisms. [16,25,83]. According to Knight et al. [25], in order to obtain a high-level overview but at low resolution, the use of metabarcoding is recommended, while for a detailed analysis of total DNA in a sample at a high-resolution level (species or strain level), the use of global metagenomics techniques is preferable.

Both metabarcoding and metagenomics in soil biology have limits and constraints that pose a constant challenge to scientists creating and optimizing research methodologies. One of the main problems of soil analysis is related primarily to the properties of the soil, which is a complex matrix with variable composition and properties that create problems with the optimal mass of the sample and the representativeness of the test samples. Another problem arises from the presence of inhibitors such as humic acids and other organic substances, and the absorption of microbial cells on soil particles, which reduces the efficiency of DNA extraction and purification. This is of great importance for target metagenomic techniques where DNA extracts contaminated with humic acids can inhibit PCR. A common problem of molecular techniques based on PCR amplification of environmental DNA is the probability of chimera formation. These are sequences of artifacts between multiple parental sequences that may be misinterpreted as a new microorganism, thereby increasing the apparent diversity [85,86]. In this case, it is important to choose the appropriate kit for the soil DNA extraction, optimize PCR and select reagents of high purity. The third problem is related to the large diversity of communities characterized by different physiological states (active, potentially active, dormant and dead) and the presence of extracellular DNA [16,25,72].

Next-generation sequencing (NGS), part of the high-throughput sequencing (HTS) techniques, is now the state-of-the-art technique for fast and efficient genome sequencing. Sequencing of the many molecular markers with this technique allows us to explain the complexity of microbial communities, including those inhabiting the soil. Next-generation sequencing is a non-Sanger high-throughput sequencing technology. Millions of DNA fragments can be sequenced simultaneously (mass parallel sequencing), which increases greatly the efficiency of sequencing. The advantages of this technology, unlike the first-generation techniques of sequencing, include that it is high-throughput, its cost reduction and sequencing duration, as well as its high precision [87]. In NGS sequencing, the genome is usually fragmented into small fragments, which are then randomly sampled and sequenced using the technique of choice. In an automated process, multiple fragments are sequenced simultaneously, which allows for the determination of this “massively parallel sequencing” (MPS) method. The most popular NGS techniques include pyrosequencing, SOLiD, Illu-
mina HiSeq and MiSeq Sequencing [24]. Among the third-generation sequencing platforms Pacific, NextSeq, MinION and BioNano can be distinguished [24,88–90].

The pyrosequencing technique was developed by 454 Life Science, acquired by Roche Diagnostics. It was the first commercially available successful next-generation system. Pyrosequencing technology is based on the detection of pyrophosphate released during the incorporation of a nucleotide into a newly synthesized DNA strand [91]. Released pyrophosphate is measured by two sulfurase and luciferase enzyme reactions. As a result, a stream of photons is created, recorded by a camera with a photosensitive CCD matrix (Charge-Coupled Device). The genomic DNA fragments are ligated to short fragments of a given sequence (adapters) as a template for the PCR and amplified on synthetic beads in a water-in-oil emulsion (emulsion PCR). During the PCR reaction, the beads bind the replicated DNA molecule. The bead-amplified DNA templates are then placed into the wells of a 44 \( \mu \)m diameter microplate containing the appropriate enzyme cocktail, such as that one copy of the DNA fragment corresponds to one bead and one well. These steps replace laborious cloning and avoid errors caused by it. The loaded slide is then loaded into a sequencing machine that washes deoxynucleotides over the plate, extending the DNA template chains in each well and promoting photon release. The computer records the light release, records the DNA sequence in each well, and eventually interprets this data to align smaller sequence fragments with the complete genome sequence [91–93].

The advantages of pyrosequencing include possibility of sequencing samples taken from multiple environments in a single run, while after the sequencing process the readings can be analyzed by their assigned nucleotide barcode which is added to the templates during PCR. In addition, it allows you to generate up to a million readings and read sequences of up to 700 bp on the FLX sequencer [12,24,91,94].

Currently, the microbiological diversity of the soil environment based on the extracted DNA is most extensively analyzed using Illumina sequencing on the MiSeq and HiSeq platforms which were launched in 2006 [24,26]. In Illumina technology, sequencing is based on synthesis, which generates more data per run and thus reduces the cost of analysis. In addition, it uses a flow cell with an attached field of fluorescently labeled oligonucleotides. During each sequencing cycle, a single labeled deoxynucleoside triphosphate (dNTP) is added to the nucleic acid chain. The terminator for the polymerization is the nucleotide label. For base identification, a fluorescent label is imaged after each dNTP attachment. Attachment of another nucleotide is possible because of an enzymatic digestion. Nucleotide insertion errors are minimized by the presence as separate single molecules of the four reversible terminator-bound dNTPs (A, C, T, G). The end result is very accurate base-by-base sequencing. The advantages of using the Illumina platform include, above all, the breadth of application, simplicity, high throughput and high efficiency, short operating times and the possibility of scaling. The disadvantages include the fact that it is characterized by a very small number of all reads, moreover, the cost of purchasing the instrument is very high [24,95].

The Ion Torrent sequencing technology is an example of another NGS platform. This NGS approach is based on semiconductor chips. Pre-treatment of template in Ion Torrent occurs using the emulsion PCR. PCR components, particles surrounded by primers and low concentration template fragments are combined with the oil to generate microreactions (picolitre). Then, the particles are then subjected to thermal cycles in which the clonal amplification of individual DNA molecules on the surfaces of individual particles takes place. Next, the particles are deposited in separate nano-well chambers on a semiconductor sequencing chip. Successive nucleotides are cyclically introduced in the presence of a DNA polymerase, and the successful inclusion of a specific nucleotide results in the release of hydrogen ions, which is recorded [96]. The advantage of using this solution is low price and high accuracy, while the disadvantage is relatively short readings and slow operation [24].

Salipante et al. [96] compared different sequencing platforms (Illumina MiSeq and Ion Torrent Personal Genome Machine (PGM)) to characterize the bacterial community by sequencing the 16S rRNA (V1-V2) amplicon. The researchers reported relatively higher
error rates with the Ion Torrent platform and observed premature truncation of reads. Read truncation was dependent on the target species and sequencing direction.

In 2006, Life Technologies designed the NGS technology based on sequencing by ligation and oligonucleotide detection (SOLiD) [91]. The SOLiD approach uses, in contrast to the below-mentioned method, sequencing by ligation using emulsion PCR with small size magnetic beads to amplify DNA fragments during parallel sequencing. DNA ligation is performed in order to join specific fluorescently labeled 8-mer oligonucleotides for “dinucleotide encoding”, the 4th and 5th bases of which are encoded by specific fluorescence. Each 8 m fluorescent marker identifies a combination of two bases that can be further distinguished using a universal primer offsetting scheme. The primer offsetting scheme refers to a universal primer that is shifted one base from the position of the adapter fragment to hybridize to DNA templates in five cycles allowing the entire fragment to be sequenced and double sequencing at each base position during each cycle. Each ligation step involves fluorescence detection and another round of ligation [97]. The weakness of this technique is that it is time-consuming. It is an attractive method because it generates low costs and is characterized by high accuracy [24,97].

The second-generation sequencing application has greatly improved soil biological analysis, but it has still not met some of the difficulties, such as assembling and defining complex genome fragments, detecting methylation, errors during PCR, etc. Many of these limitations have been removed or reduced by the introduction of third generation sequencing (TGS). They are represented by Pacific BioSciences (PacBio) real-time single molecule sequencing (SMRT), nanopore sequencing by Oxford Nanopore Technologies (PromethION and MinION), BioNano Genomics (BioNano) sequencing or NextSeq Sequencing by Illumina. They provide very long length readings (>20 kb) as compared to NGS, and they are applied in order to create highly accurate de novo assemblies composed of hundreds of species of genomes. This solution provides lower cost and shorter time without sacrificing quality of assembly of the genome. An example of the disadvantages of the TGS approach is the need for a huge space for data storage and an enormous computing power (SMRT). High cost per read and the possibility of biased errors (MinIon) should be also mentioned. However, despite the disadvantages, TGS technologies are fast, simple and they are now becoming a very attractive and future-proof solution in the analysis of both amplicon-based sequencing as well as metagenomics of soil [24,89,90].

4. Bioinformatics and Statistical Analysis in Diversity Estimation
4.1. Bioinformatics

An intensive development of molecular methods has led to the collection of a huge amount of experimental data. Both the large amount of obtained results and the data sets resulting from cell-scale experiments cannot be used without the help of advanced computer technology. Nowadays, informatics is an applied science, and computer is now a key part of projects used to determine the sequence, structure, or other type of data. Computer programs used to generate conclusions from molecular biology data archives are able to extract common elements as well as to prepare useful predictions. Additionally, it should be mentioned that the natural environment of computer science is the Internet. To achieve their scientific goals, most projects start by identifying the necessary data on one or more websites. The found data is then analyzed, usually using tools available on the web [97,98].

The results of an experimental research in molecular biology are stored in computer databases. Databases are sets of data stored in a strictly defined manner, corresponding to the type of resources collected, and software used to search them. Modern biological databases resemble popular internet portals. In addition to keyword searches, biological databases also offer specialized methods for searching biological data types, such as sequences, structures, and molecular interaction networks. The assumptions of the algorithms that perform such tasks are based on biochemical knowledge and molecular evolution. DNA sequences are the primary type of data collected in biological databases on
DNA testing. All newly learned DNA sequences are deposited in one of three databases: GenBank, EMBL, DDBJ. These databases automatically exchange information so that the sequence deposited in one of them is also in the other two. Research work requires the deposit of the newly learned sequences in one of these databases before the publication of the article [98–102].

Searching of the sequence databases is to find all sequences similar to the newly learned sequence. The solution to this problem is possible only by analyzing the statistical significance of the sequence similarity coefficient. Undoubtedly, the most commonly used method for searching databases is the BLAST method (now PSI-BLAST), in which statistical significance is calculated as expect value (e-value). The BLAST program offers five variants of database searching: blastp (protein sequences), blastn (DNA and RNA sequences), blastx, tblastn, tblastx. Another tool designed to match the DNA or protein sequence readings to the protein reference database is DIAMOND [21,99,100].

Bioinformatics tools are also used for phylogenetic analysis aimed at determining the evolutionary history of a group of similar DNA or protein sequences. Phylogenetic compounds are described as trees. The most commonly used tools for creating phylogenetic trees (and not only) include: Phylip or MEGA (Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis) [70]. In addition, the website www.phylogeny.fr offers access to many tools, including aligning multiple sequences, creating phylogenetic trees and viewing them [99].

Among current and the most popular tools for amplicon-based sequencing DADA2, QIIME2, Deblur and CoMa were applied [16,30,102–104].

DADA2 is an open source of R-package that is based on DADA (Divisive Amplicon Denoising Algorithm) algorithm and improves it. DADA2 allows full workflow with amplicon, which include filtering, dereplication, sample inference, chimera identification or merging of paired-end reads. The DADA2 approach is an algorithm for the inference of the ASVs [30,104].

QIIME2 (Quantitative Insights Into Microbial Ecology) and Mothur are the pipeline for preparing microbiome analysis from raw sequencing data through visualization, quality control and statistics. The disadvantage of using these solutions is the need to have extensive knowledge and experience in the use of command line tools and data processing based on sequences. Partial solution to these problems is to the possibility to use the Internet blogs of users and numerous online documentation [30,102].

CoMA (Comparative Microbiome Analysis) is a free and intuitive pipeline compatible with any common operating system such as Linux, Windows, macOS. This approach is very flexible usage with a huge variety of tools and options such as quality checking, clustering to operational taxonomic units (OTUs), taxonomic assignment, data post-processing, data visualization, and statistical appraisal. The tool can be applied in soil microbiome studies [102].

Another tool—Deblur—uses error profiles to derive putative error-free sequences from the Illumina MiSeq and HiSeq sequencing platforms. Deblur significantly reduces computational requirements over similar sOTU (sub-operational-taxonomic-unit) methods, unlike DADA2, and it does so with similar or better sensitivity and specificity. It is released under the Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD) open-source license and allows easy commercial deployment. Deblur provides a quick and sensitive way to assess ecological patterns resulting from the differentiation of closely related taxa [94]. Comparing various bioinformatic pipelines for microbial 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing was presented in paper by Prodan et al. [105]. Testing of various pipelines authors demonstrated that DADA showed the best sensitivity and resolution, but was characterized by the generation of more spurious ASVs in comparison with USEARCH-UNOISE3 and QIIME2-Deblur. In contrast, USEARCHUNOISE3 presented the best balance between resolution and specificity. The researchers also noted that QIME-uclust produced a large number of false OTUs, and overestimated the measures of alpha diversity, suggesting the use of other pipelines. Hupfau et al. [102] compared different bioinformatics pipelines (CoMA, Mothur, QIIME and QIIME2-DADA2) by analyzing microbial community sequencing data of three different
soils. All the compared tools generated similar results and revealed the majority of all genera in the mock communities.

Searching these databases concerns mainly sequences obtained with the NGS technology. Currently, the websites also provide programs for predicting potential microorganism species obtained by fingerprint methods (T-RFLP), such as the phylogenetic assignment tool (PAT), TRUFFLE, APLAUS. They allow for the analysis of the microbial community composition based on the comparison of tRFs predicted from in silico rRNA sequence databases. However, identification using these tools is laborious and does not give reliable results compared to the results obtained with NGS [94]. After sequencing, the obtained sequences are analyzed using a bioinformatics tool. OTUs (operational taxonomic units) assigned, sequence folded, and annotated for phylogenetic characterization are prepared [97].

The clustering OTUs approach is based on the assumption that similar microorganisms will have similar target gene sequences and that rare sequencing errors will have little effect on the consensus sequence for these clusters. Clusters are often generated using a similarity threshold of 97% sequence identity. This approach carries the risk that many similar species can be grouped into one OTU and their individual identifications will be lost to cluster abstraction [106]. As an alternative to OTU, amplicon sequence variants (ASVs) known also as ribosomal sequence variants (RSVs) are applied. This approach is inferred by de novo process and allows to group and merge sequences based on forward and reverse single nucleotide readings. In other words, this approach allows for the determination of which sequences exactly have been read and how many times each of them has been read. This data will be combined with an error model for the sequencing run, allowing comparison similar readings to determine the probability that a given reading at a given frequency is not due to a sequencer error. According to the ASV assumption, a given target gene sequence should always generate the same ASV, and a given ASV, being the exact sequence, can be compared with the reference database at a much higher resolution, which allows for more accurate identification down to the species level, and even potentially beyond. The main advantage of the ASV approach is the more precise identification of microorganisms as well as it can provide a more detailed picture of the diversity in the sample. Moreover, ASV approaches tend to be less time-consuming than OTUs, and no arbitrary threshold and centroid selections are needed [16,102,107]. For instance, ASVs/RSVs approach was used in the investigation by Semenov et al. [108] on the analysis of the plant rhizosphere microbiome. In some papers, OTUs are also presented for the results obtained with the fingerprinting method (e.g., t-RFLP), however the predicted OTUs do not reflect the specific OTUs obtained with the NGS approach [6,109].

In the case of shotgun metagenomic data analysis, the most popular tools include MG-RAST, MEGAHIT and IMG/M [15,26,27]. MG-RAST is a web-based metagenomics tool using to profile the function and composition of microbial community. MG-RAST provides resolute analysis and visualization of data directly via internet platforms or tools such as matR (metagenomic analysis tools for R). The limitation of the tool can be server overload and other factors specific to working online. It is a platform that is constantly changing to meet the needs of new sequencing technologies and growing data volume [16,30]. Another tool—MEGAHIT, is a NGS de novo tool for assembling large and complex metagenomics data in a time- and cost-efficient manner. Additionally, MEGAHIT enables an efficient assembly of large and complex metagenomics data on a single server, while giving better completeness and contiguity [110]. The Integrated Microbial Genomes & Microbiomes (IMG/M) is a user driven data management resource that enables users worldwide to analyze microbial genomes and metagenomes in a comparative context. IMG allows users to search and view data and to perform many analyzes directly on the platform user’s Interface. Like other web-based interfaces, it is still being expanded and improved to support new data types [111].
4.2. Statistics

In order to improve the analysis and interpretation of the results from the molecular tests and to obtain answers to questions about changes in soil biodiversity as an effect of pollution or various treatments, various indices and indicators showing abundance, richness and variability of soil microflora have been introduced. The OTUs and ASVs/RSVs generated as a result of the NGS approach (and OTUs estimated in some fingerprint method, e.g., T-RFLP) are the basis for the calculation of parameters illustrating biodiversity and its changes in soil.

On the basis of the sequencing data, appropriate indicators are calculated, allowing the comparison of the structure of microorganisms both in a sample (α-diversity) and between samples (β-diversity) [17,18]. The division and examples of biodiversity indicators together with an example of visualization are presented in Figure 3.
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**Figure 3.** Examples of metrics characteristic for α- and β-diversity.

α-diversity is based on the measurement of species richness which can be expressed as the number of species/OTU, relative abundance, Chao-1 abundance estimator, richness and evenness estimators (Shannon-Weaver, Margalef or Hill indices), dominance indices (i.e., Gini-Simpson, Berger-Parker indices). In addition, these include measures of phylogenetic diversity, which are sensitive to the number of sequences per sample [25]. These measures can be compared using traditional statistical approaches such as the t-test, parametric analysis of variance (ANOVA), or the nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis test [31]. OTU sequencing results are often analyzed by generating a rarefaction curve that allows standardize unequal sequencing effort and enable comparison of different runs or replicates [112]. As Beisel et al. [113] indicate, if using α-diversity estimators, the evenness measure should be used together with richness and diversity indices, which can greatly facilitate data interpretation and reduce the importance of independence between measures of evenness and richness of microbial communities.

The β-diversity measurements are based on the measurement of (dis) similarity and distance between each pair of samples. Qualitative indicators such as Jaccard index, unweighted UniFrac are measured based on presence/absence of features, while quantitative indicators (Bray–Curtis, weighted UniFrac) use feature abundance measurement [17,18,25].
The OTUs and ASVs/RSVs generated by sequencing can be analyzed using various statistical tools designed for multivariate analysis and the visualization of the relationship between the data includes ordination plot or cluster analysis. Their task is to organize, systematize and compare the results, visualize them and find possible links between changes in biodiversity in response to environmental factors. One way analysis of similarity (ANOSIM) is a non-parametric statistical test commonly used in ecology. The test allows to check if there are significant similarities between two or more groups of sampling units. This analysis operates on a ranked dissimilarity matrix rather than raw data in contrast to ANOVA. This procedure adjusts the ranging of dissimilarity to non-metric multi-dimensional scaling (NMDS) where it is possible to reduce dimension and visualize non-parametric multi-dimensional data [114,115]. They are dedicated to more complex datasets which are prone to type I error. Moreover, they allow for the calculation of differences at high-resolution taxonomic levels [31]. Principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) is a method of multidimensional visualization of similarities or dissimilarities in data. In PCoA the matrices of similarities and dissimilarities are created, subsequently each element is assigned to a location in a low-dimensional space, e.g., 3D [116]. Canonical analyzes of principle components (CAP) is a useful procedure with limited ordinances. It allows for the creation of a sensible limited ordination based on any dissimilarity matrix or distance measure. This measure is used in multidimensional ecological data and allows for the use of any measure of distance or dissimilarity or takes into account the structure of correlation between variables in the data cloud [117].

The above-mentioned statistical and bioinformatics tools are just some of the many used in molecular biology data analysis. Their application depends on the obtained data and conducted experiment and the final effect which we want to achieve. As demonstrated by Blaud et al. [72], the results obtained by the T-RFLP approach require different multivariate analyses. Clustering or NMDS analysis is not sufficient and needs to be supplemented by statistical tests such as ANOSIM or PERMANOVA. In general, the genetic profiles obtained as a result of DGGE assay were presented in the form of UPGMA (unweighted pair group mean average) dendrogram using Dice coefficient of similarity [74,118]. On the other hand, Wang et al. [75] analyzed data obtained as a result of DGGE approach using PCA plot. Profiles resulting from the T-RFLP procedure were most often analyzed using PCA [74,119,120]. De Vrieze et al. [68] obtained profiles of microorganisms as a result of NGS and T-RFLP analyzed using NMDS plots constructed from Bray–Curtis, Chao, Jaccard, Kulczynski, and Mountford distance measures. The Bray–Curtis distance-based NMDS analysis used in the study by Tan et al. [121] allowed for comparison of bacterial and fungal communities in different soil samples, where black morel was cultivated. The community profiles were shown to be divided into two groups associated with fruiting and non-fruiting forms of black morel. Estimators of α-diversity included in the study were the Shannon-Wiener index, the inverse Simpson’s index, and Pielou’s evenness index, which allowed the assessment of diversity and evenness and were selected as candidates for potential correlation tests. The Shannon-Wiener and inverse Simpson’s diversity indices showed positive correlations with estimated yield levels. Similar correlations were also shown for Pielou’s evenness index and fungus yield. In Adhicari et al. [57] study α-diversity of soil bacterial populations in a soil sample determined by the NGS approach was expressed by using Chao1, Shannon, and Simpson indices. In contrast, β-diversity was determined using PCoA (considering Bray–Curtis dissimilarities) and UPGMA based on unweighted UniFrac distances. The analyses allowed to conclude that the samples studied were characterized by similar trends in bacterial community and diversity.

5. Genetic Diversity of Soil Microorganisms—Application Areas
5.1. Fertilization Strategies, Agricultural Soil Monitoring

Li et al. [122] investigated the effect of hydrogen gas as a by-product during the process of nitrogen fixation in Medicago sativa field soil. After DNA isolation, the bacterial 16S rDNA gene was amplified using primers targeting the V3 and V4 region (338F and 806R).
After purification, DNA was sequenced using Illumina platforms. The studies showed the influence of hydrogen on the composition of the rhizosphere on *M. sativa*. Among the 18 soil samples, *Proteobacteria* and *Actinobacteria* dominated, with *Proteobacteria* being the most abundant group of bacteria. Before the soil was treated with hydrogen, *Actinobacteria* were dominant, but their development was inhibited. There was also a seasonal fluctuation in diversity, with the highest diversity index recorded in July. In soil samples collected in July, and September, the most dominant bacterial species were *Actinobacteria* (at the beginning of the experiment) and *Proteobacteria*. Sampling time and the presence of hydrogen gas were the greatest impact on the microbial diversity on *M. sativa* rhizospheric soil. It can be assumed that the tendency towards *Actinobacteria* and *Proteobacteria* is related to the oxidation of hydrogen in order to maintain trace concentrations of atmospheric hydrogen.

Gryta et al. [118] conducted study on the effect of fertilization strategies on the microorganisms biodiversity, including those involved in the transformation of nitrogen compounds (nitrification). In the experiment DGEE assay was used to determine the structure of the bacterial community, while the patterns obtained by the T-TFLP method provided the abundance of ammonia-oxidizing archaea. Soil samples were obtained from an experiment on winter wheat. The soils were enriched with dairy sewage sludge and mineral fertilizers. In general, it was found that the treatment of soil with sewage sludge similarly affects the index biodiversity of microorganisms including nitrification bacteria. It means that the application of the sludge can be an alternative or supplement to mineral fertilization.

Semenov et al. [108] was indicated, that 16S amplicon sequencing revealed that long-term fertilization may have a higher effect on rhizosphere prokaryotic communities rather than plant species. Additionally, the authors proved that NPK fertilizers caused not only a change in the structure of the rhizosphere microbiome, but also drastically reduced the number of unique RSV (by 36%) and prokaryotic diversity (from 6.5 to 5.6). Contrary, long-term manure fertilization increased significantly prokaryotic abundance and diversity due to the development of many underrepresented taxa.

The metagenomics study by Sun et al. [123] showed that an excessive nitrogen (N) fertilization in agricultural ecosystems strongly influences the microbial N-cycle processes in soil. They reported that long-term nitrogen application increased the number of microorganisms involved in most nitrogen transformation processes, but reduced the number of nitrogen-fixing assemblers. Additionally, it has been investigated that different responses of taxa to nitrogen fertilization within the same functional group may be important in maintaining the microbial nitrogen cycle in complex and dynamic environments.

Akinola et al. [124] characterized functional genes of the microbial community of maize rhizosphere using shotgun metagenomics by Illumina sequencing. The β-diversity indicated that there is a great significant difference between the genes extracted from rhizosphere soil (especially Ls) compared to bulk soil. Moreover, the high relative abundance of stress-reducing genes extracted in the experiment was observed. It confirms the fact that plant rhizosphere is not only a habitat for organisms beneficial to plants, but also it is a source of bio-fertilizers.

16S and 18S rRNA gene were sequenced in study provided by Sadet-Bourgeteau et al. [125] in order to evaluate the microbial structure after different organic waste products application (co-composting of green wastes with sewage sludge and a farmyard manure). It was found that the biodiversity of prokaryotes and fungi differed depending on the type of soil and the waste used. Large changes in prokaryotic genetic structures were observed after the treatment of soil with composted green waste with sewage sludge.

5.2. Soil Contamination and Remediation Monitoring

Heavy metals are one of the most important soil contaminants. Their presence in the environment may exert negative effects, such as disruption of physiological and enzymatic functions, damage to cell membranes, disruption of their permeability or DNA degradation [126]. Heavy metals may also change soil biodiversity, as investigated by Xu et al. [127].
DNA was isolated from the soil and the 16S rRNA gene was amplified using conserved bacterium specific primers (515F and 806R). The obtained results indicated that the richness and diversity of bacteria varied significantly between samples from different geographic regions. It was showed that Zn and Pb contamination had a significant impact on the bacterial community composition in the soil. Moreover, it was reported that bacteria from the genus *Verrucomicrobia* and genus *Bradyrhizobium* were resistant to Zn and Pb and they may be useful in the bioremediation of heavy metal contaminated sites.

Zhao et al. [128] studied the effect of heavy metals (Cd, Cu, Ni, Pb, and Zn) in soils surrounding mines on the number and biodiversity of bacteria. The extracted DNA was amplified by PCR using barcode-specific primers encoding the 16S rRNA gene (515 F and 806 R). The microbial community was determined by DNA sequencing on the Illumina HiSeq platform. The sequencing 16S rRNA was used to analyze the number and structural diversity of communities’ microorganisms in soil at risk of contamination with heavy metals. It was noted that soil physicochemical properties, sampling depth and heavy metals significantly influenced the microbial community in the soil. The most dominant were *Proteobacteria* (41.71%) and *Firmicutes* (20.44%), and the correlation analysis showed that the two bacteria were positively associated with Cu, Zn, Pb. This means that *Proteobacteria* and *Firmicutes* were highly resistant to heavy metals.

Jiang et al. [129] studied the microbiome and resistors of copper open-pit mine tailing through metagenomic sequencing and taxonomic analysis. Research revealed that *Actinobacteria*, *Proteobacteria*, *Acidobacteria*, *Euryarchaeota*, and *Nitrospirae* were the most abundant type in this tailing. Among all detected heavy metal and antibiotic resistance genes, *merA* and *rpoB2* were the most numerous. Additionally, the possible influence of heavy metals on the formation of the microbiome and resistance in mine tailings was indicated.

Ma et al. [130] conducted research on changes in the abundance and structure of microorganisms during bioremediation (using plant and white-root fungi) of soils contaminated with polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). After extraction of soil DNA, the supersvariable V3-V4 region of the bacterial 16S rRNA gene was amplified using primers 341F/806R and then sequenced. In addition, the fungal rRNA internal transcribed spacer (ITS) region was amplified and sequenced using the ITS3_KYO2F/ITS4R primers pair. Additionally, the qPCR of 16S rDNA, ITS, and the PAH-RHD\(\alpha\)GP gene was performed. It was found that on day 60th, remediation with plants and *Crucibulum laeve* achieved the highest efficiency in removing phenanthrene, pyrene and benzo(a)pyrene. Moreover, mycoremediation using *C. laeve* caused an increase in the relative abundance of *Rhizobium* and *Bacillus*. Additionally, it was shown that inoculation of the combination of *S. viminalis* and *C. laeve* synergistically stimulated the growth of indigenous PAH-degrading microorganisms.

Dou et al. [131] in their study used a taxonomic and functional metagenomics technique to examine the effectiveness of bioremediation of phenanthrene contaminated soil. Presented experiment was based on bacteria immobilized in layer-by-layer microcapsules. It was shown that bioaugmentation with the participation of immobilized bacteria caused significant changes in the communities of soil microorganisms contaminated with phenanthrene, favoring its degradation. The key microorganisms increasing the degradation effect caused by immobilized bacteria were the clusters of *Bacteroides*, *Gemmatimonadetes*, and *Acidobacteria*, as well as the genera, including *Streptomyces*, *Ramlibacter*, *Mycobacterium*, *Phycicoccus*, *Gemmatirosa*, *Flavisolibacter*, *Micromonospora*, *Acid_Candidatus_Koribacter* and *Gemmatimonas*.

### 5.3. Effect of Pesticides and Another Organic Xenobiotis

The use of pesticides is now an essential procedure that ensures and improves food production. However, it also causes unfavorable changes in the functioning of ecosystems and in shaping their biodiversity [2,132]. Therefore, scientists undertake research in which they use molecular methods to determine the effect of plant protection products on soil microflora. Du et al. [20] conducted studies on the effect of mesotrione (2-[4-(methylsulfonyl)-2-nithobenzoyl]-1, 3-cyclohexanedione) on biodiversity and abundance
of soil microbiota using the t-RFLP method. After DNA extraction, the 16S rRNA gene was amplified using primers 27F and 1492R, of which forward primer was fluorescently labeled (6FAM). PCR product was purified and digested by *Msp* I enzyme at 37 °C by 8h. Digested product was analyzed by capillary genetic analyzer. Authors investigated also the influence of mesotrione application on quantity ammonia-oxidising archaea by real-time PCR analysis. They were using AOA-*amoA* and AOB-*amoA* genes. The conducted research showed that the number of bacteria, fungi and actinomycetes decreased in the soil mesotrione treated with the doses of 1.0 and 5.0 mg/kg. In the soil with 0.1 mg/kg of mesotrione, only the number of fungi decreased at the end of the experiment. Analysis of the t-RFLP profile revealed that mesotrione influences the structure of the soil microbial community in a dose-independent manner. Moreover, the abundance of the AOA-*amoA* and AOB-*amoA* genes decreased after mesotrione application at the doses of 1.0 and 5.0 mg/kg of soil.

Singh and Singla [133] used molecular methods to the identification of diuron-utilising bacteria. After DNA extraction, PCR of the 16S rRNA gene was conducted using universal primers (27F and 1492R). The purified product was sequenced by the dideoxy chain terminator method (Sanger sequencing). According to 16S rRNA gene sequence analysis, *Bacillus* sps were the endophytes having ability to degrading diuron. The isolated endophytes showed the ability to promote plant growth. Among the isolated endophytes, *Bacillus licheniformis* strain SDS12 showed the best efficiency in the degradation of diuron. The authors also indicated that the SDS12 strain can be used in water bodies for degradation diuron and reduction in diuron toxicity towards algae.

In study conducted by Aguiar et al. [21] metagenomic sequencing was performed in order to identify of atrazine-degrading microorganisms in rhizospheric soils. The soil genomic DNA was isolated and purified, and then the sequencing was done on the Illumina HiSeq platform. Studies have shown that *Mycobacterium*, *Conexibacter*, *Bradyrhizobium*, *Solirubrobacter*, *Rhodoplanes*, *Streptomyces*, *Geothrix*, *Gaiella*, *Nitrospira* and *Haliangium* dominated in the rhizospheric soils of *Inga striata* and *Caesalphinea ferrea* contaminated with atrazine. Moreover, in the rhizosphere of *I. striata* the genes *atzD*, *atzE* and *atzF* were detected, while in *C. ferrea* *atzE* and *atzF*. The work represents the first report for the species *Agrobacterium rhizogenes* and *Candidatus Muproteobacteria bacterium* and *Micromonospora* genera as atrazine degraders.

Serbent et al. [134] assessed the microbiota composition in an experimental rice planting and long-term pesticide application using sequencing of 16S and 18S rRNA amplicons. They examined four components of a complete agricultural system: affluent water, rice rhizosphere soil, sediment from a storage pond, and effluent water. Using the β-diversity analysis of bacterial communities, two well-defined aggregates were shown separately for water and sediment/rhizospheric soil samples. The rhizosphere and sediment were richer as compared to the effluent. In general, the rhizosphere was characterized by the greatest evenness. Contrary to bacterial communities, the diversity of microeukaryotes according to Shannon was significantly different between affluent and effluent. During mapping of the metabolic pathways, genes related to aromatic degradation were identified, including those related to pesticide degradation. The authors also showed that the effluent is a selective environment for fungi. In addition, it was investigated that overall fungal diversity was higher in affluent, i.e., in the water that reached the system before pesticide application, and that prokaryotic diversity was the lowest.

### 6. Conclusions

The genetic diversity of microorganisms analysis is a useful and often indispensable tool allowing to assess the impact of various pollutants such heavy metals, pesticides or PAHs on the biological condition of soils. It is also a good way to assess the performed reclamation, bioremediation and phytoremediation of degraded and chemically contaminated soil. Soil as a complex matrix requires a special approach when choosing the appropriate molecular method due to the heterogeneous and variable composition and structure, the presence of inhibitors and other compounds affecting the analysis result, as well as sus-
ceptibility to changing biotic and abiotic factors. The quality of the isolated DNA and the specificity of PCR reaction are also factors of great important.

The use of molecular techniques in an environmental biotechnology facilitates the analysis of the community of microorganisms too difficult to study with conventional laboratory methods, associated with complex biochemical profiles, problems with the use of selective and differentiating media for their incubation. Currently, the most popular methods for analyzing the soil microbiome are NGS and TGS techniques. Nevertheless, procedures based on molecular biology are a perspective and still evolving area of knowledge that is a challenge for scientists. It should be noted that molecular techniques are not limited to the work of biologists and microbiologists and require an interdisciplinary approach involving biochemists, biotechnologists and environmental engineers. As it turns out, bioinformatics and the development of statistical methods are also of great importance in the analysis of biodiversity.

Summarizing, all the above-mentioned aspects support the fact that there is a constant need to modify, modernize and develop methods and tools useful in the analysis of genetic microbiological diversity of soil. The challenge for researchers is still to improve the methods of DNA extraction and gene amplification, which constitute the basis for further analyzes of soil biodiversity and determine its quality and further success. Another important aspect, which is constantly updated and improved, is the assembly of genomes in HTS technologies, the development of bioinformatics and statistical techniques, which will inform about the biological state of the soil with even greater precision. It is also important to conduct comprehensive soil monitoring in conjunction with metagenomics, metatranscriptomics, metabolomics and metaproteomics methods, which will give a complete picture of the microbial structure-function relationship in soil. Finally, modern HTS techniques should be made more user-friendly, more common and accessible to interested researchers.
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